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FUNDAMENTAL AERODYNATD C I~STI GATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT

OF ARROW-STAB1 LIZED PROJECTILES*

By Hermann Kurzweg 1

1. STATE OF DEVELOPNIEJNTOF ARROW

STABI1,1ZED PROJECTILES

The numerous patent applicati ons on arrow-stabilized
projectiles indicate that the idea of projectiles without
spin is not new, but has appeared in various proposals
throughout the last decades. As far as projectiles for
subsonic speeds are concerned., suitable shapes have
been developed for s,ol~etime, for exan~le, numerous
grenacles. !Iostof the patent applications, thou~h, are not
practicable particularly for projectiles with supersonic
speed. This $s because the inventor usually does not
have any knowledue of aerodyna.mi.cflow around the projectile
nor any particular understanding of the practical solution.

The lack of wind tunnels for the development of
projectiles made it necessary to use firing tests for
development. These are obviously extremely tedious or
expensive and lead almost always to failures. The often
expressed opinion that arrow-stabilized projectiles cannot
fly supersonically can be traced to this condition.

That this is not the case has been shown for the
first time by R6chling on long projectiles with foldable
fins. Since no aerodynamic investigations were made
for the development of these projectiles, only tedious
series of iiring tests with systematic variation of the
fins could lead to satisfactory results. These particular

‘+trDiegrunds~tzlichen aerodynamischen Untersuchungen
zur Entwicklung pfellstabiler Geschosse.’t Schriften der
Deutsohen Akademie der Luftfahrtforschung, Nr. lo59~3 ,
1943, pp. 33-71.’

lDue to indisposition of the author, the leoture
was ~i.ven by Mr. Erdmann$ Peenemtlnde.
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projectiles tho_aChhave a disadvantage which lies in
the nature cf foldable fins ● ‘~leyoccasionally do not
open ‘w,ifornily in fli.ghc, thus causin~ unsymme tr~>in
flow and greater scatter. The junctions of fins and
body are very bad acrod”yncmically and in.crease the
draG. It .nu.stbe possible to develop hi@-perforrrk3ice
ar.raw-stabilized projectiles based on the aerod.ynarnic
research ccnduc ted d-ming “tPielast fGW ybs.rsat
Pee.nemtinde and new cons%ruc kion ideas. Thus the
finai shape, rca.dyl-oroperational use, could ‘oe
dev2ioPe5L fllthe wj.nd.tua~i~lwithout loss of expensive
time in firing tests .

The print ?.pleoJ’arrow-stabilized performance has
been a~plied to a ~ar&& n.LU:it2di”of c:~li-~srswhich were
stabil~zed by vaPio’Js]i~ea.ns. l~io~t promising was ~~~
developinent of a subca.liber win;.stabili,zed projectile
wibh driving disc (Treibspiegei ) where rigid control
surfaces cxten.dbeyond the caliber of bhe projectile
i.n.to th,.~frec ~,tre~u~, The stabili:71ati5n.of’full-caliber,
wing-stabilized projectiles ‘WithfinS within the Caliber
is consid~rably morfj difficult ● A compl:t!ely satis-
factory solutj-onfor the iattcr has not been fourrdyet.
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The following questions had to be answered by
aerodynamic research:

1. Nhy does every normal nonspinnin~ projectile
tumble, which means that its aerodynamic force acts
ahead of the center of gravity? #

, 2-a i~hatis the fundamental effect Of I;ht? fillS?

The f’act that a body can fly sta’cle
aerodynaw.ic force acts behind its centsl’
been recognized in the meantime and will
further.

The answer to auesti,on (1) leads to

ari].ywhen its
of ~ravity has
not ‘OSdiscussed

the cietermi.-
nati.or.of force distribution over the ~nti.t’!~surface of
the projectiles. In addition to detfirminin~yt’ne
resultant air force in magnituFLe and tiirtction and its
intersection with t!w axis ot the!projc.c~tlclit was
necessary to find how it ori~inat~ti.. T12i,salso Cives
the answer to the second question anclthus the means
that must be tal:cnto ehan~e the air-fores distribution
on t-neprojectil~ sl~chthat the i’esulti.~gai~ rorce
intersects the axis behind the center of ~:revity.

Firine tests cannot a:iswerthese quvsti.ons since
they give only the drs~ of th.opr’ojectilo and tell
whetb.er it tumbles or not. ‘Nind-tunnel test: determine
the ~oint of application of the air force:IY’>mthr’eo
com-.ponent,measurements and give exact kl~c-i’l[..dgeof the
sin-force distribution over the body and fins i“rom
pressure-distribution v.easurernents.

Basically a projectile can be stabilized Jy a
drag force (force f-ndirection of flow) as I;:ellas hy a
normal force (force perpendicular to tlieT.>:J.~ of the
projectile). Drag forces ere not desirable for a
projectile since they resul t;in a Qecrc>ase in range and
considerable reduction in velocity. NO:XUI forces have
no immediate effect on either one, Due to thrir irregular
distribution along the axis of tho projectile they cause
the major portion of rotation of the projectile around
its center of gravity.
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Stabilization of a projectile by means of’ a drag
force is shown in figure 1. A drag body is placed at
a given distance behind the base of the projectile. If
tile projectile is at a given angle of attack, the drag
body experiences certain forces which, actin~ through
arm. II, tend to return the projectile into the direction
of fli~ht. i%is stabilizing moment must obviausly be
larger than the unstable moment acting on tlw projectil.e~
It is obvious that this yequired either an ex~rernely large
drag or one acting far behind the center oi’ ~r~vity.
Calculations have shown ‘chatSta’billzation ~,.,;L76
attair.edby spheres with a diameter equul to Lhe caliber
of’the projectile and at tb.esI~Lm~U7.tStJW2CL?fr,)n !,).wbase
of the projectile as tb-e.distance bctwe=c k,:.stiand
center of gravity of the pro,jectileo ,7P+,L..J-S:kows that
tnis stabilization causes an extremel~y hi~ild.r:.g. (drag
co~fJ;fL~ier.tof the sphere clj~= 1 su’osoni.c..ll-;~),Further-
more, ?LaSigncomp13.C5ti0i2~~rISC whj.:.Ar[l:.lkeT.:’,iskind
of’Sol-uLionnot iiCSirable. Figure ~ ~]-L,m;~,2long pro-
jectile which is .27.s0sts.fiilizedby dra(.,I’~)i’CiS.‘me
model, susr~.”2ndecl~atits noin.to.f~“otati’onin j-,hc~ziind
tunnel, ‘

..
ShO;VS t~l~.~ ‘~h~ ~.~~~; ~“orce CjalJ.Sb:( Py $;WOVCS in.

ch~ : edr portic>2 is mllch-tOo s~~.al~tO r<~.!~l~-;J=.. 3-.71a
satisfacto~ry stabi~-izatio~-m Lince I:,he[nol:cn~:,camsed
by draS forces are unsatisfactory Orlfimust r~,sortto
moments causecl by normal forces ,
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be no moment about the center of gravity. “‘The,.pro-,
jectile,is therefore in equilibrium, which can,be
ei.~her stable or, uhsta~le, This question will be
decided by investigating the projectile’ foti va~icu:
angles of attack: ~.- ,. ,> ,.,.?” . .

“ If t,heprojectile has an angle-of attaclt-’of’‘ ~
about 8°, the distribution of pressures on’dach ring.
as well as on-both .sides of the control surfaqes -is ‘no
longer symmetrical. Air-force distributions resulti;hs
shown’3.n f’.lgures 5 and 6. Resolting theind~vidual
normal-force ciletientsinto the plane of ielative witid
and axis of projectile, one see”s.that;a shear’:forc~
exists which’i’s eithe~’a p~essure or a suction,
depending upon its sign. These forces on each +3-n~’-
and fin cause right-or left-handed -moments ab,outthe
center of’‘g’ravity.One ‘Or the other can do~na~e along
the projectile and the projectile can thus Fettirn to
Zei’o position or da-partfrom it. Figure ~ shows the
individual 3h6ar forces along the axis of the pro-
jectile with and witlmtit fins. The projectile had an
angle of attack of 80 and was tested’i.n the wind tunnel
at subsonic speeds. The direction of’flow in the figure
is from the left low~r corner to the upper right,
F’igurk]Jshows a more slender proje,dti~e without fins
at subsonic speed. The shear force in kilograms are
referred to 1 centimeter of’the ‘axis. They were
calculated for a-wind velocity of 200 meters per second.
(1...l+~.~ mph) and sea-level air density.. .

projectiles without fins show appositive, sinusoidal
shear force distribution over the bgival tip (positj.ve
upward in the figures). The cylindrical part has almost
zero shear and the ogi.val tail ilas negati’ve shear. Thus
there are right-handed moments ahead of t~~ center of”
gravity as,well as behind which tend to turn the pro-
jectile away from the zero position. Thj.’s causes an’

- increase in force on the tip ancl tail with increase in
angle of attack and the projectile “will soon t,u;n ‘
crosswise ., ; .,‘,

How can th~s.bp avoided? The “destabilizing’ moments
~ must partly be changed in sign. This Cannot.bd done
I between the tip ancl center of gravity ‘of the projectile

stnce no-aerodynaqd.c mans are available; It’ i.S

possible though~’to change the moment% b~hind’ t’hec.ent~r
of”gravity. “ ‘

.. .

—
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surfc.ces parallel ‘to the
of attack as the axis at

the point of the max,inmm ri~ht-handed moment (at 90 cm
in fig. j). ‘Ibis results ii~an a$r-force distribution
which ~ives the desired moments, tkhind the leadin~
edge of the so-called shoulder of finned projectile
there are extremely hi~h suctions which by far exceed
the pressure. forces on the fiide exposed to the wind.
Particularly for subsoilic speeds there is a high suction
gradient immediately be”hind. the shoulder which decreases
rapidly towards the trailing edge of the fin. In the
supersonic range the suction area is more uniformly
distributed over the surface, which will be discussed in
detail later. Such control surfaces have the following
effects:

1. The right-handed moments of the tail of the
projectiles are counteracted.

2. New left-handed (stabilizing) moments behind the
center of gravity are caused which are stronger than
those ahead of the center of gravity and thus tend to
return the projectile to zero posjtion,

The’projectile of figure h shows a different shear
distribution over its slender tail portion, There is
no p??o~ouncedl mi~.i~lumo Zero shear occurs far bacl: on
the projectile and the start of the fin can also be far
bock which is very advantageous from previous obser-
vations. In this case snail areas with little dra~ are
sufficient . Figures 5 and 6 show the pressure distri-
bution on cross sections of the projectile of fl.~ure 3.
They are given for two superson:lc velocities for the
portion behind the center of gra,~ty. Fling i contains
no control surface while rin~s .. to p show pressures
over the body as well as the control surface. At q
and r the control surface extei~dsbeyond the base of
the projectile. Shaded areas represent pressures higher
than those in undisturbed flow while unshaded areas
represe-nt pressures lower than undisturbed pressures.
Fig. ~ shows that at Mach number = 1.87 the suction on the
leeward side far exceeds pressures on the windward side.
Furthermore, there are extremely high suctions on the edge
of the fin which is even more pronounced for subsonic
velocities. For Mach number = 3.2 (fig. 6), the pressure
conditions are’ changed such that the pressures on the
windward sfde increase considerably so that the,negative

—...——.. . ... .... ........ . ........ , ,,, , ,m.,, ,,-,., ,,,,, ,, -,,,,,,, nllllm- 1111
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pressures no longer, predominate. Furthermore, the control-
surface rings n to r have a more .~i.form pressure distri-
bution over the entire width oJ’ the ring so that the
effectiveness of the fin extends over the entire
width of the fin while at lower velocities cmly the
outer portions of the fin are effective.

Figures 7 and 8 show the normal-force distribution
over the longitudinal axis of the same body for various
angles of attack at ?u’osonicand su.nersonic s-oeed.s,
These fi~ures give nondiinensional shear-force coe~:f’icients.
For subsonic speeds there is very little v:L~i,~t~oil with
Mach n~’~er. For supersonic speeds, ‘chou:h, the s’hear-
foree coefficient varies considerably with IIach number,
particularly in the region of the fii~.

Theve is a pronounced force
shoulder of the fi.ilat subsonic
sonic speeds there is a uniform
force over the entire len@12 ot
with I’Iachnumber.

Figures 7 and 8 show the variation oi’normal force
with angle of attack of the body. The pressur~e and
suction peaks of bod r*3 and fin reclucewhen retl].rr]ingthe
projectile to a = They reduce to zero vllrjn
a = OO. The forces o~er the ogival tip do not;reduce
at the s,amerate as those over the fins. I’igUl’es~
and 10 show two cases of completely and i.ncompl.etely
stable projectiles at a = OO. The tncreane of’moments
ahead of the center of gravity (ogival tip) and behind
the center of gravity (fin) is plotted in two curves
against the an~le of’attack. Figure 9 shows the
desired case where the left-handed fin moments are
~lWEi~S ~reate-l” than the right-handed tip moments. Thus
the projectile is rotated Ilntilboth vanish for a = OO.
Fi~ure 10 shows that the left-handed fin moments are
lar~er than the tip morne-qts only ~or an:les of attaclr
greater than 5°. For snlulleranGles the reverse is true,
This means that the projectile vith this f.’infLG unstable

ifor small angles up to .5°.

From these investi~ations it is possible to determine
the most effective position of the fins fop every basic
projectile body whose pressure ciistribut~-onis Rnown. It
can be seen th-atthe fin of the projectile o.l?fi~ure ~
should not be carried forward too far si~lce, its shoulder,
with its high suction force, would approach the center of
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gravity too closely, resulting in small moments. It
would be absolutely incorrect to attach’ the fin shoulder
ahead of L = 50 centimeters since this region is ahead

~ of the center of gravity and cannot afford. to receive
additional right-handed moments. It would b_e extremely
unsatisfactory to extend the fins up to the tip of the
projectile since they would require greater width in the
rear portion to counteract the addit3.onal ~dverse
moments at the tip. Also unsatisfactory would be a
position of the fin too far back at the ts_il_since this
would counteract oillypart of the ri@t-h:;nded body
moments. The latter case, thou~h~ produces large
moments of the fin forces due to their 1~.r;~edistance
fror~the center of $,ravity, Hence, each c~se must be
decided upon separately: If the counteractim of the
right-handed moments by fins further forwarQ j.s more

effective than the large left-handed ri-.omentscf fins
far behind, in presence of the unstable ‘ooci;- moments.
For the ~7rOje~bile Of figUre !./.,a fin, ~~~arttn~near
the center of grEvity, WOUIC1be wrong since there are
already ccnsider9.ble sta~~ilizi.ng moments.

After understanding the fundamental effacts of
control surfaces it can “Oe seen why it is :;.ifficultto
stabilize fulJ cali’berprojectiles with fins not
extending beyond the c+bero The fins me uj.thin the
midth of the projectile which ~ileansjthey are exposed ~
to air which has been accelerated by boundary layer
and base VOI’ti.Cf3S and thus has less irflpact force t’han
the urklisturbed air in the atrmsphere. The tip moment
of the projectile would therefore predominate, particu-
larly for small angles of attack.

For fins within the caliber to be effective one
must take care that the flow will nowhere se~arate
from the body of the projectile so that the nonseparated
flow adheres everywhere to the projectile. T’he fins are
then exnosed to this nonseparated relatively undisturbed
flow. It is particularly clifficult to taper the :~ro-
jectile towards the rear so that the flow ot angles of’
attac;< does not separate. In most cases there will be
separation for a certain velocity range> fi.yxre 11.
Even for nonseparated flow the boundary layer ii~creases
beyond the maximum diameter of the projectile so that
the fins are no lonfier in an undisturbed flow. HeilCe,
fin stabilization (at least for one point, a = 0°)
is basically insufficient wi-th normal forces of full-
caliber projectiles, Drag forces must therefore be
employed for stabilization.
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IV. THE BASIC BODY\

9

1, Few general statements can be niade concerning the
sha-oe of the basic body (projectile without fins), The
des:gn of the projectile depends on its ultimate purpose,
namely, to obtain large ranges with small mass, tg carry
large m~ses over small ranges, as subcaliber drivin,g
disc projectile, as full-caliber projectile, and so forth.
Out of the large number of projectile tests only one
particular investigation is shown and the results
discussed. It was attempted to find the optimum shape
for the drag of the basic body of a driving disc pro-
jectile of given mass with a ~iven base area which could
not be reduced for reasons of strength, Starting with a
basic body O, figupes 12 to 15 show four body families
having certain equal characteristics. These have been
varied in a certain n.anner and the $espective drag
at a=OO and l;a = 2.5 measured.

Body families a and b (figs. 12 and 13) have
as characteristics, equal length and variable volume.
Body family a has furthermore the same tip angle
of 52.5° while family b varies the tip angle from 23°
(body 1) to ](/!+O(body 9). The rla;:imunlcross section for
body family b occurs approximately at the same distance
from the base while it moves rearward in the case of
body f’anily a due to the tip cmgles being. equal.
Body families c and c1, (figs. lh and 15), have as
common characteristics, equal volume and variable length.
Family d has again equal tip angles and family c
increases its tip angles fro?!~ body 1 to 9. For both
these families, body 1 did not give presentable wind-

4! tunnel data, The three ordinates shown in the diagrams
give the drag coefficients Cw referred to three areas:

;f; body surface (0), (volume)2/5 (@/z), and maximum cross
section (Q). Depending on the point of view and pur-

! pose of’comparison one can use any one of’these reference
\j

areas. Body family a c (V213)shows relatively constant ~
~

and CW(0). CW(Q) decl>eases due to the large increase(
{i in maximum cross section. Body families b and c

y
show large increases of cw(@~3) with tip an@e.~“ For body family c one sees that the friction

, drag CW(0) for the very long body number 2 approaches

aAll bodies bearing the same number have the same
maximum cross .seation.

1.— .— —
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almost that of a flat plate in subsonic flow. Hence,
there 3s almost no pressura dra~. For body family d,
Cw behaves similarly except that it is not riuchlii@er
for ‘~hefatter body since “i,het:p amgles remain the
same .
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This causes rolling frequencies which may easily
be in resonance with the aerodynamic natural frequency
of the pro.lectile and may thus lead to three-dimensional
oscillalin~ motions,

It is, therefore, recommended to use more than
fins which, on the other hand, causes larger drag.
practice has shown SiX fins to be sufficient which
cause only slight rolling moments and only a slight
drag increase.

four

Hhen applying wind-tunnel tests to the full-scale
projectile at supersonic speeds it is usually suffi-
ciently aocurate if the same Tlach number exists for the
flow in both cases. For more exact investi.~ations, the
Reynolcls~ number of’the flows must be cansiclered,which
‘.
1s particularly important when investigating; surface
friction and boundary layer growth. The s,rowthof the
boundary layer alon~ the projectile, full se:).le and
model, can, be of ~reat impor-ks.nce for the fins. It has
been mentioned how irportant it is that the fins extend
into msepai”ated flow. A thick boundary layer makes a
larger portion of the ftn more ineffective than a thin
one * The boundary layer grows as a’certain i’unction of
the length of the body, whereby the velocity and. viscosity
of the SuTrOL~ding air are of imports?.lce. These con-
ditions which are determined. by Reynolds! nuxi)er are
usually not the same for full-scale arid~:ind-turmel
models, No experience exists of ;~oundai>~-l.a~e~conditions
fcr projectiles in supersonic flow. Certain statements
can be made though when consid.erins the boundary layer
on flat plates which are sufficiently known for subsonic
speeds. Considering for instance, a full-sc:ale pro-
jectile of two-meter length and a caliber OF 18 centi-
meters, flying with a speed of 1100 ~leters per second
(21160 rfiph),the thickness of the boundary layer at the
tail of the projectile is 6 = 1.82 centi.-neteias= 0.10 cali-
ber. If the wtnd-tunnel v.odelis ~’Ocenti~eters long and
has a caliber of 3.6 centimeters, measured. at a Mach
numbe r = 3.25, the boundary-layer thiclcnestiat the
corresponding point is 5 = 0.80 centiineters = 0.22 caliber.
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Although this boundary-layer
for flat ~lates. it would ~i.ve at

13

method is Valid CI~ly
least a qualitative

insight i? .appl~ed to roun~ projectile:. ibis meem
that the model has twice as much of its fin in the
boundary layer than the full+scale projecb~le. Hence,
the stability of the projectile as measured in the wind
tunnel mu~t be on the safe side~ The full-scale pro- .
jectile will be even more stable,

VII. D3FINITI01J OF SkABILITY

When counteracting the destabilizing force distri-
bution, known from pressure-distribution tests ~i-lthe
basic body, by means of a control surface or somotimes
by chan~ing the shape of the basic body, the arrow-
stabil.izod projectile may show the followlng behavior
in the air stream:

(a? It is stable. ‘Thatmeans it will return to’”its
undisturbed position out of Its own accoumt when displaced
from zero position. This t~-peOf projectile iS caliecl
“point stabl.e’tat Peenemtinde. That weans it has only
one stable position which has zero moments. If this
zero-moment, position coincldcs with a = 0° the lro,jectile
is lfar~,o;vStab~ellwithout restriction. Figure 1& 1s-lows
suc’na pi”o,jectilewhose center or gravity lies at ap~JrOS-i.-
mately 13/11= 6. The corresponclins variation 0’1the
moment is shown in fignro 19.

The moment arm of Vnc air force is always gositive
for positive and ne~ative m~les of attack- The moment
dia~ram shows only one zero for a = Co. The tang~nt
to the .

cm-curve ‘s positive, t12us indicating stability
of the projectiles~

(b) It is Unstablt. This means that it departs on
its own account to very high an<,lesof attack, from the
zero pOSition, when di.sturbed~ Suc’na projbct5.le turns
crosswise and cannot be used. ~ne projectile of figure 20
is such a type, The center of gravit~ lies at
about H~D = & ‘Thecorresponciin~:mormnt distribution
is shown in figure 19. The projcct5J.e is unstable, the
moment arm p of the air force is aluays negative. SO
is the tangent to the moment diagram at a = Co? ~~is
indicates unstable conditions at the only zefio point-
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(c) It is stable in one position and unstable ‘in
another. In most cases unstable conditions exist for
small angles, of attack which changq into stable con-
ditions fob larger angles of’ attack. Such projectiles
are called ltcircle stabler’ at Peenemiinde. That means
that there are three zero moment positions when gs!cil-
lating in a plane whereby the position at a = O is
unstable and those for angles of attack ~a are stable
ones. When oscillating in space the zero moment positions
have a circle as locus.

If this value of a is small, such a projectile
is called ltpartlyarrow stabilized.[’ The moment
diagram is shown in figure 19. The moment arm p is
negative for small angles of attack and positive
from’- *a on. The moment curve has three zeros. Its
tangent is negative for a = OO. The projectile is
unstable at this point. The tangent is positive
at ~a thus indicating stable conditions of the pro-
jectile. This is the most commonly experienced case of
stabtlity. Even highly developed arrow-stabilized pro-
jectiles show this property, but in most cases only for
a very narrow range of ang2.eso”-

(d) The opposite case of stable at small and
unstable at high angles of attack occurs only occa-
sionally. Such projectiles should be called llcircle
unstable. 1’ Figure 21 shows a projectile whose moment
arm decreases with increasing angle of attack.
Figure 19 shows the moment arm posi.tj-vefor small angles
and negative from Au on, The moment diagram has
again three ‘zeros. The tangent at a = 0° is positive
thus indicating stability of the body at OO. At ~a
the tangent is negative thus showing unstable conditions.

VIII - FIRST PROPOSAL FOR AiiARROV/-STABILTzdD

PROJECTILE BASED ON AERODYNAMICS

.
The investigation of air-force conditions on body

and,fin discussed led the author-to his proposal of
an arrow-stabilized projectile with sliding control
surfaces. This was done to improve the R5chling pro-
jectiles and to replace their folding fins by rigid
fins, Zf rigid fins are attached to a projectile body,
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15 calibers long, on.the same place as the folding fins
there was not enou&’ spa@ foreac~ individual fin. .
Thus” the fin surface would’be’ tdo small.

.
To ’extend

them forward in orderto’g ain more ,area $s of no Useand
can be very detrimental; Theorily pos$ible ~~ay to pro-
duce stabilizing moments iS by moving the control surf&~es
backwards after the projectile has left,the’ barrel.
correctness of this has been shown in wind-tunnel tests
and- firing tests.

l.is model (fig; 2,2) shows for the “fiz?st tim~ how
an arrow-stabilized long projectile with ff.xed fi.n~ ,
must look in flight so that all aerodynamic con-
ditions are satisfied and that it can be firet), as a ‘ “
driving disc projectile with the presently available
discs. ,’,

The designer had thus a projectile ca~~abl.e of
flight which had, to be investig~ted for stt-ength’~f
body and fin and for simple and ’pr’actlcal fj.ring Pro-,
cedure. It was particul~rl.y required to avoid the
sliding of the fin since moving part? in :.I pr,>j<?ctile
are not. deflired. One tried to move the fin ~:~~ back
from the beginnirig so that the ‘aerodymm~.c conditions
remained satisfied (andstill permitted flying.
hh, Gessner of the Aerodynamisch.en Institut d~~rHebres-
anstalt Peenemlide devised constructive solutions

“driving conesof this problem, namely the ‘t“driving
fin$tt and ‘ldriving ring.’t

DISCUSSION ,,.

Mr. Haack

I would like to add a few remarks about theoretical
work done at my Institute pertaining to wing-stabilized
long projectiles which are based on Peenem”fildc projectiles.

I determi.ned sometime ago the meridian of a round
body whose pressure-dreg was.a m~ntmum for given caliber
and volume but variable length, This wss done by an
approximate solution of the I.tnearizecl differential
equation. Figure 13 shows the projectiles with three ,

3Translator~s note: The four figures referred to in
the Discussion may be found at the end of the figures for
the report.
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such bodies of equal caliber and volume ‘(represented by
the cylinder). To obtain a minitiw the length may vary
between these limtts. The first and longest shape
represents the optimum, the other shapes result from
reducing the length. The shortest form results from
the condition that the projectile shell have no
cylindrical center portion,

1. I have devised a new arrow projectile based on a
PeenerNndo projectile of the same caliber ci~d vo].um
but with an o~timum tfleridian. The lon~est sha-~e, having
at tb.e s(sme time the smallest pressure drag, was
impractical for reasons of stability. Fi~vre 2 shows
the Pcenemllndo 3.rrovT and the arrow rith optl-mum
mericlian of equal volume and caliber (different scales
in this fi.,~ure. The control surface had six fans).

For the volume and caliber as given by the
Peenemtlndc arrow, t’he length limits of an optimum pro-
jectile are ~xtween 15 and 22 calibers , This considers
the body without fins with a pointed tail, The over-all
length of the PeenemUndc 12.25 cnlj-j;~rs~aI’7?OVJ iS _ for
the optimum arrow the length was limited to Iu cs.libers.

2. Of particular interest is the calcu].at Ion of
the drag. First, the drag of the Peene~?lllndr~ arrow at
Mach number = .2 was calculated and was comvarcd with
wind-tunnel tests; then, the same calculation t~jas
carried out for the optimum arrow to deter~?llne the gain
due t o an out imum meridian.

The drag was calculated as the sum of’ pressure
drag, friction drag, and base suction. The pressure
dra~ ?Rrascalculated. from K~rm&?s linearized theory for
slender projectiles in supersonic flow. This led to
the f ollowlng si~:plif ied method: the meridian of the
body was replaced by a polygon of secants with end
points Xi, ri arid the slopes

ri - ‘i-2

‘i’ = Xi - ‘:i-2
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Let 5 = xi - ari where a is the cotangent of the

Maoh angle. The over.pressure at points rn And

the meridian l.sthen determined by the equp.tions

rn~~ _ ~ Aj.(~i - ~i.-I)

%--
An =

‘n - ~n-l “

‘n of

1(1)

The pressure drag is then ”founilby tnte[;?’st;.11

Frtction drag and b~se suction are calculated according
to the following equations

Cfriction = o~a362 2V0 0.2 Surface . ~ =—— —— ●

2n UOL Area o 133 x 10-7 (2)

‘suction
‘0*2(1-0023a(’) ~
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wherb ,.

U. velocity of projectile in meters; per second.
,.

U. kinematic coefficient of friction

. .

L len@h of projectile in meters

a ve]. oc-ity of sound in meters per second

These equati ~n.s tive the follo.;Iin~ d:”:~~ coefficients
at Mach i~um’ber= 2 for the Peenemtindn arror (PPG ) and
the optimum projectile (Hk)

?/ (Pressure drag)wavq 0.11 0.03

‘friCti on (Friction d.ra~) .10 .13

P
“suction (Base drag) *15 sl.j

%otal ● 34 .29

one sees that the pressure dra~ of the cnkimuk
projectile is only one-fourth of’that of the PPG. The
over-all gain in drag, thou.@, is not very lar~e. It
should be mentioned here that tb.epressure dra~ of the
shoulders of the fins cannot be calculated easily-. Hence,
the pressure drag of the entire body ~:’ithoutfins was
calculated and it was assumed.that the :t?ressu~”edra~ of
the vinCs equals that portion of the pressure drag
which acts over the surface of tb.ebody co-~e~>~dwith,.
winfy.

AS to Wind-turmel tests it S]-LOUl~ be rfiq(?gfl>ered

that these were made not on the origiila~ pi’ojootile
but on a considerably smaller nmdel ancl tlf~:lt tl]erefore the
friction dra~ coefficient vill be diffei-e~!t from a
normal inodel, ‘iTheclragof.the m.od-el,o~le-fii’~lifull
scale, under normal air conditions, is founclaccordins

to equation (2) by multiplying this value by j~fi, using
values of the full-scale projectile given above. Thus
for the ppG cfriction - 0.38. I= O.l~!_ and hence Ctotal –

was told that the value as neasured in the ~-IInd tunnel
is c measured = 0.39. This excellent a,greeinent is beyond

all ey.pectationsg
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~. Finally a few remarks on the fins df ’the
optimum projectile. For the new projectile” the wines
of the control surface bad ‘hobe extended far fotiwardo
~%is Is necessitated by the d.i:tribu.tionof”the shear
forces which were calculated by a l~n~arlzed method .
for small ail$lesof atta”ck, The shear distribution
is shown in figure 3 for Mach number = 2. It iS
advisable to start the fins at the’point where the
sheai”forces on tb.etail start to’ificrease”the moment.
The center of gravity is approximately 10.)Acalibers
from the nose. Only a test will show if this center-
of-grs.vityposition and these fins.are satisfactory
for stabilization.

I’rm. Sstl-ler--—

To best dtiscribc th~ Gscilla.tink-,mction on~- uses
.

a wovmG system 01 cocrdir.a:~t.s ~, ?~,and ~ vl:ose
origin liec an vhe unclistulab~d~~athof th ce~lter
of ~ravity and ,Lheir axes are LhL tan~jnt, pl>inciples
normal,and binormal of’the path. Tlw ~nd point of the
unit vector in direction of the axis of the projectiles
describes the “oscillation curvei’in the E, q, and (
Systml’leits projectiles are combined in the comple~.
o.ngleof attack a = ~ ~ i-:].The oscillation curve
satisfies the follov.rinLequation oi’~.~tion;

.

(i+ ’2w-&=- i(2L$ + 9)

v{her6 ~ = const. Uycd, ~2 = consto V2ycmf
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In this eq*~atton,the angle of inclination $,
the velocity v, the Uach nurrber k, and the specific
weight of air y are given ~s ~unctions of time from
~;~l.eun~ isturbed path . The dampinG coef’ficient Cd(]\!)
and the derivative cln~(M)= clcnl/’3u. of t’nemoment
~Oefficient f’o~l~v~from ,V~indetunneltests .

*
Integration of the equation of ‘motion leads to

clampedoscillations In this ma.finerthe oscillati9us
of a very lcng projectile vere calculated for the
instant of firing; and tb.edisturbance occuring near
its maxinnm heig,ht. The initial or firing os~illatiOn
fi.ampsout very c~uicklywhile ttilea~:exoscillation

cmrti,on of ihe descending path.extends over a larGe ~

}!r. 3USemmn
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This lakter class has been calcultitedby Mr. Haack
since they per:citan analytical expression for the
meridian over the entire lenSth of the projectiles
Missing, thtiugh, is the shape of projectiles of small
lengths, made up of three parts, which is to be found
from a mixed problem, of minima. For the meridian of
nose and tail tips, all additional conditions must be
considered while tb.e cylindrical center portion 2s
primarily determined by tho given caliber.

Mr. Stange

‘Ihe increase of arrow projectiles depends con-
siderably on the caliber. The quoted figure of 50-percent
incres.se in range as compared to “b’he spinning projectile
refers to a caliber gf 28 centim.cters. When increasin~
the diameter D, con-ditions are considerably worse since
the equation for the drag deceleration contains ~z in
the numerator and th~ weight ir,the denominator whit.n
is proportional to D5 for relatively equal weights of
projectiles . Hence, the drz~ deceleration of the
projectile is proportional to l:-Dfor otherwise equal
con.ilitions. Thus the ~ain in.range, .vh.~nch&n&ing
from the spinning I>rojectile to an arrow project5.le,
will become Sraclually loss and less. Approximate
calculations s-nowthat under conditions mentioned the
range increase for D = 28 centimeters is ~0 percent,
:+tD = JO centimeters only 10 percent at the moste
Fi~ure ~ shows the conditions for & diametur
-ratiol)}Df= 100:64 x Y:Z (D = s,oirminGprojectile,
D! = arrow projectile).

‘Translatorfs Note

‘Iherest of the discussion deals mostly with
ballistic problems such as penetration, char~e, materials
and accuracy, and does not contain any information of
interest in conjunction with the original paper*

‘Translated by Il. P. Liepmm
Goodyear Aircraft Corporation
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Figure l.- Drag stabilizationof a projectile.

Figure 2.- Insufficient drag stabilization.
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Figure 3.- Shear force distribution
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on a projectile with and without fins.
v = 200 m/s = 656 ft/sec.
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figure 4.- Shear force distribution over an arrow projectile without
fins. 17.6 calib. long. v = 200 m/s.
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Figure 5.- Pressure distribution tests on missile A4VIP. Pressure distribution at M = 1.87,
plotted perpendicular to surface (a = 80), over various tail wings and fh sections.
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Figure 9. - Moment contribution of
fin and nose of a completely
stabilized projectile.

Figure 10. - Moment contribution of
fin and nose of an incompletely
stabilized projectile.

Figure 11.- Separation of flow on a full-caliber projectile in supersonic
flow.
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Figure 9.- Moment contribution of
fin and nose of a completely
stabilized projectile.
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Figure 10. - Moment contribution of

fin and nose of an incompletely
stabilized pro jectile.

Figure 11. - Separation of flow on a full-caliber projectile in supersonic
flow.
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Figure 12.- Body family a.
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Figure 14.- Body family c.
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Figure 15.- Body family d.
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Figure 16.- Three-shoulder fin.

90°

Figure 17. - Rolling moment about longitudinal axis for relative wind
at an angle q) .
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Figure 18. - Point-
stable projectile

e.g. at ~ = 6.~.
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Figure 19.- Stability cases for projectiles.
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Figure 22. - Peenemfide
arrow projectile with
sliding fins.
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Figure 3.-

X. range in vacuum at V. = 3670 ftisec”

x range of normal spinning projectile with the same initial velocity.

x t range of arrow projectile (PPE ) for ~ = ~ = .61 and same initial
velocity and weight.

Maximum range increase when changing from a full-caliber to a sub-
caliber projectile.
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Figure 4.-
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